WILLOW SPRINGS SIBIRSKAJA CATTERY
Member of
T.I.C.A.
A.B.C.A.

SIBERIAN FOREST CATS
ABCA Border Collies
Nancy Brown Burch
395 Eagle Mill, Butler, PA 16001
724-496-2636
WillowSprings100@yahoo.com

Licensed by the
State of Pennsylvania
License #1563
T.I.C.A. Cattery #16400

On _________20____, the sum of ____________________ hundred dollars paid with__________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
received from:
NAME:________________________________________
ADDRESS:____________________________________
_________________________________________________
PHONE______________________________________________
Herein after referred to as the Buyer. This sum has been received in consideration for the purchase of the Siberian Forest Cat
described below:
female _male_______________________Born:_______________________
Sire:___________________________________
T.I.C.A.# ____SBT________________________
CONDITIONS OF SALE:

Dam___________________________________________
T.I.C.A.# ____SBT ____________________

Both buyer and seller acknowledge that no representations, verbal or implied, have been made with regard to said
Siberian kitten’s future abilities.
Seller warrants, to the best of his or her ability that said Siberian Kitten is sound and free from disease. The buyer has the
option to take the kitten, at their own expense, to a veterinarian of their choice within 10 days of purchase. If kitten is found not
to be in good health, the buyer will return the kitten to the seller immediately, and the seller will either (1) replace the kitten; (2)
refund the purchase price less $50 or (3) buyer will retain the kitten and receive reimbursement for reasonable veterinary fee,
not to exceed the purchase price. The adverse health report must be in writing and signed by a licensed veterinarian. These
options do not apply where a health certificate issued by a veterinarian, disclosed in writing at the time of the sale, the health
problem for which the buyer later seeks to return the kitten. Should kitten have a health issue related to genetic defects, due to
breeding, within 5 years, shown by a health report in writing and signed by a licensed veterinarian, breeder will (1) allow buyer
to retain original kitten and purchase another kitten for half price or (2) return the kitten and purchase another kitten less the
cost of this kitten. If kitten were to die due to genetic defect (shown in a professional autopsy), seller will replace kitten and
buyer will pay any amount exceeding the original purchase price of this kitten.
Buyer may return kitten within 2 months of purchase, for a full refund of the price of the kitten less $50 (shipping or delivery
charges are non refundable ) should the family member _______________________________________have allergic issues
with this kitten.
Does not apply if N/A appears in blank.
Buyer agrees to have kitten Spayed/ Neutered before 8 mos of age. No kittens will be produced from this kitten. Should buyer
default on this, Seller will be paid an additional $500 for the breeding and no papers for registration will be issued until
veterinary proof of spay/neuter is provided to seller.
Kitten will be T.I.C.A. registered with the litter. If kitten is not spayed/neutered at the time of sale, papers will be issued for
registration when veterinary proof of spay/neuter is provided to the seller.
Buyer agrees not to place kitten in rescue, but to return it to the seller for placement if he is no longer able to keep the kitten.
By signing below, buyer understands and agrees to the above, which has also been verbally explained by the seller.
Signed,
Buyer_________________________________________
Seller__________________________________________
Nancy J. Brown
Date____________________________
Date ____________________

